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About This Game

Chaos Starter is a fight simulator with realistic physics. You are going to find yourself in different life situations, and every
time you will have to start a Chaos. No matter where are you and what you are doing, your only task is to spoil the event and

initiate a brawl.
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Title: Chaos Starter
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Kiddy
Publisher:
Kiddy
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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I actually bought this game for my kids, but after watching them play, I also purchased it. It is a surprisingly fun game and
terrific time eater. Worth looking into! :). fun but reset my progress for no reason ♥♥♥♥ off. Good game buy it. A simple
game to pass some time. Gets progressively better with each iteration.

New tracks are added seldomly - but still better then nothing.

Not enough play time, unfortunately, if you are not into high score grabbing.. pros:
- easy to use and make amazing animations
- easy to learn with the tutorial videos
- ui that can seem weird, but is actually good for the job
- tons of particles & emitters provided

cons:
- a bit expensive (for comparison, an amazing pixel art software like aseprite is only 15$)
- random bugs that can make you lose work (please OFTEN SAVE your projects)
- no export as single pngs

It's a good software on a good path.
It needs a lot of polishing & bug fixing, but is already saving me a ton of time.
So, recommended overall
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It's really a shame, this game had potential but the way it was executed ruined it. The game was more frustrating than fun and
the reason being:

 - grinding excessively

- crafting new weapons and building your base to the max could of been fun if it was easier to find specific items and not just
have things randomly drop from enemies or chest/breakable object.

- The map rearranges itself everytime you die or quit the game.

- This game needed a simple castlevania back dash to avoid enemy attack but instead your given a foward dash which only helps
you progress faster through the room.

- most of the main and side mission were about finding items, certain mssion also required me to find blueprints and upgrade.

- Certain doors/shaft are locked which require a key to open them but if you die the map rearranges itself, forcing you to find
the key again.

Its been a awhile since I encounter a game that truly♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥me off, I should of stopped playing after 2 hours but I gave it
too much of a chance.. I bought it and later realised i couldnt play it because of uplay needing confirmation codes and i cant
find the code and so i ant play this game which i have really looked forward to. :,(. And they also say Alexander was a tyrant..
This game is very short and sweet. :3. Controls are♥♥♥♥♥. Huh. For a free game I'm actually thoroughly impressed. I picked
this up thinking it would be the dumb usual shovelware for Vive, but considering it's free, it's not bad. Having taken only 15
minutes to beat, I definitely wouldn't pay more than 2$ for it. However, the gameplay is surprisingly solid enough that if it were
more than an hour long, I'd actually pay upwards of 5-10$ or so for it, which really isn't bad. The game runs remarkably
smoothly compared to many worse-looking VR titles, the action is nice and responsive, and I felt immersed in the action.
The game plays almost exactly like a classic arcade shooter. And I don't mean "arcade" like a steam "arcade" game- I mean this
actually feels like one of the classic rail shooters that you play with friends at an arcade, paying tokens and being rewarded
tickets. Surprisingly, very (VERY) few VR games actually take advantage of this type of game mechanic, clearly making the
false assumption that it's not worth making it less immersive. The action makes you feel badass enough that it's borderline silly
(similar to arcades- as long as you have good aim, you can see all the opponents collapse in almost an instant). Between the
aesthetics, music, and action, this game feels *exactly* like a traditionalistic early 1980's sci-fi classic vibe.
There are only two cons that I'd say are substantial:
1. There are things that appear as fun, intimidating boss battles, of two kinds: A giant exosuit, and a powerful shielded knight.
Apparently, the giant exosuit isn't implemented in the game yet, since shooting it immediately brings you to the next area
without any fight. Although the shield knights would otherwise be badass, they go down in almost a single hit.
2. The reloading system feels a bit dumb. It's interesting- when you run out of ammo, a clip automatically appears in your non-
dominant hand and you have to slap it into the gun. This actually feels pretty cool. However, seeing as how bare-bones it is, I'd
rather just press a button. I like it when vive games let you use only one controller. In this game, you need to use the second
controller, but solely for this one purpose that isn't even necessary.

Overall, I've gone on too long seeing as this is a free game. I'd say it's 1000% worth downloading and playing. It's not spam, and
I promise that it actually gave me a wholeheartedly FUN experience for a solid 20 minutes or so. It doesn't even take up too
much disc space.
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